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Project Title: Baile Folklorico (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_dance_of_Mexico)
I’d like to build a multi-page site that covers different Mexican folk dances by region, like the
Wikipedia structure. I think a clear navigation menu across the top or side would be good,
although I am open to more creative navigations built into the page through images or maps.
Baile folklorico is a joyous and colorful art, so I think the site should reflect that and avoid
negative stereotypes about Mexican culture. Music is a big part of folklorico culture, so you may
want to embed some of the traditional songs mentioned in the article. You may find that you
need more images to support the text, but there should be plenty of text content to help you
flesh out the page.
●

Home Page/Introduction: Introduce baile folklorico and the diverse representations of
the dance. I would recommend including the “History” content from Wikipedia here,
though it could also be its own page. Set the stage for navigation to specific regions of
Mexico.

●

Diversity: The content here and in “History” is on the longer side, so you can trim it
down some if needed as long as the evolution and breadth of the dances are captured.
Focus on the diverse roots of baile folklorico. Special attention can be paid to the
evolution of the dances from indigenous tradition.

●

Central Mexico: Focus on dances that have more indigenous roots, as this region has
more diversity in that regard.

●

Northern Mexico: The content in this section is shorter, so there is room for more
creative expression. To supplement the content here, I would recommend including
photographs of folklorico de Nuevo Leon or Danza de Caballitos, which are not pictured.

●

Southern Mexico: This section is also more brief. Feel free to beef it up with
photos/music from other southern Mexican states like Yucatan or experiment with
creative page designs.

●

Western Mexico: This section is quite long, so you can trim down the Guerrero and
Michoacan sections to focus on a few dances from each. I would like to keep the content
as is for Jalisco and keep the Danza de los Viejitos from Michoacan.

●

Sources: Use this page to cite sources, including the Wikipedia page, as well as other
sources for photography, and any other credits that need to be provided.

